Introduction
Patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) exhibit difficulties in initiating and executing movements (Lang and Lozano, 1998a,b) . This has been attributed to a progressive degeneration of dopaminergic midbrain neurons, which impairs action selection and reinforcement via motor loops connecting the cortex and basal ganglia (Alexander et al., 1986; Redgrave et al., 2010) . At the cortical level, the functional changes associated with motor impairment in PD go beyond alterations in primary motor and premotor regions, involving the prefrontal cortex (PFC). The PFC plays an important role during motor control, e.g. when selectively attending to an action or online monitoring of movements (Durstewitz et al., 2000; Jueptner et al., 1997; Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2006) . In PD, several executive functions that have been assigned to the PFC are impaired (Cools and D'Esposito, 2011) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies revealed abnormal functional interactions between the PFC and motor areas during movement in PD patients (Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2002b Rowe et al., , 2010 Wu et al., 2010) . These abnormal prefrontal-motor connectivity patterns are modified by dopaminergic medication (Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Rowe et al., 2002b Rowe et al., , 2010 .
Neurophysiologically, PD is characterized by pathological coupling between spatially remote oscillating neural regions (Brown, 2007; Schnitzler and Gross, 2005; Timmermann et al., 2003) . So far the oscillatory coupling between PFC and premotor areas in PD has not been studied. Recent advances in deep and transcranial brain stimulation allow adjusting stimulation to ongoing oscillatory activity in a closedloop fashion (Little et al., 2013; Thut et al., 2011) . Thus, improved knowledge of pathological oscillatory activity underlying motor impairment in PD is crucial for the development of novel treatment strategies. In this study, we combined source analysis and dynamic causal modelling of induced responses (Chen et al., 2008) to assess changes in oscillatory coupling within a cortical network comprising the left PFC, left lateral premotor cortex (lPM), supplementary motor area (SMA), and primary motor cortex (M1). We recorded high-density electroencephalography (EEG), whilst PD patients both ON and OFF medication, and healthy control participants performed a motor task that required an attentive closed-loop motor control. The task consisted of externallypaced sinusoidal extension-flexion movements of the right index finger, which has been linked to PFC activation in PD (Cerasa et al., 2006; Gonzalez-Garcia et al., 2011) and induces oscillatory activity in cortical neural populations (Gross et al., 2002; Pollok et al., 2005) . Based on the previous fMRI studies, we hypothesized that PD patients express abnormal movement-induced oscillatory coupling from prefrontal to lateral and medial premotor areas, which is strongly modulated by dopaminergic medication.
Participants and methods

Participants
Eleven patients with clinical diagnosis of PD according to the British Brain Bank criteria (Hughes et al., 1992) without dementia and 13 healthy individuals participated in the study. Exclusion criteria were as follows: age ≥80 years, neurological disease other than PD, abnormal MRI, and treatment with deep brain stimulation. One PD patient and one control participant were later excluded (see "source analysis"), leaving 10 patients (four females; age 58 ± 9.9 years, mean ± SD) and 12 healthy control participants (six females; age 64 ± 7.2 years). Clinical details are summarized in Table 1 . All participants were righthanded as revealed by self-report. In accordance with the declaration of Helsinki all participants gave their written informed consent to the study, which was approved by the local ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Cologne (study-nr: 08 067).
Experimental conditions
Participants were seated in a comfortable chair with their eyes closed. They were asked to perform repetitive slow extension-flexion movements of the right index finger in the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint paced at 0.5 Hz by a metronome, while the right hand (ulnar side down) was resting on a desk. They were instructed to perform the movements at constant speed and amplitude, aligning the movement rate to the pace as defined by the metronome. The movement range was approximately 30°in the horizontal plane. Before the EEG recordings, all participants were trained on the task for 5 min.
The main experiment consisted of 20 trials during which participants continuously performed the repetitive extension-flexion movements with their eyes closed. Each trial lasted for 10 s followed by a short break (5-10 s) to avoid fatigue. We also included a baseline condition without movement, where subjects had to keep still with their eyes closed (rest condition) for~5 min. Two examiners monitored the task performance during the motor task and ensured that participants did not fall asleep during the rest condition. Additionally, all participants performed a second motor task. The second task tested highly automatic fast finger movements, which induced more localized oscillatory activity in core motor and premotor regions, but not the prefrontal cortex, which required a different network model (Herz et al., 2013 ).
All patients were tested in the morning in the practical OFF state 12 h after withdrawal of their dopaminergic medication. Immediately prior to the experiment, a movement disorders specialist (MTB) assessed the Unified Parkinson's disease rating scale III (UPDRS-III) (Fahn et al., 1987) . After completing the testing in the OFF state, patients received 200 mg of fast-released soluble levodopa (Madopar LT®, La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and motor improvement was assessed consecutively every 15 min until a marked improvement of akinesia and rigidity was observed (at least 15% difference between UPDRS-ON and UPDRS-OFF). We then repeated EEG recordings in the ON state. PD patients did not perform any motor tasks during the break to avoid interference effects. One patient developed severe dyskinesias after application of levodopa and was therefore not tested in the ON state. Healthy participants performed the experiments only once without application of levodopa.
Magnetic resonance imaging
Before the EEG experiment, T1-weighted structural magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the whole brain were acquired on a 3-Tesla Trio scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 3D-MDEFT sequence (Modified Driven Equilibrium Fourier Transform; repetition-time = 1930 ms, echo-time = 5.8 ms, flip-angle = 18°, slice-thickness = 1.25 mm) for the control group and on a 1.5-Tesla Intera scanner (Philips, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) using a 3D-TFE sequence (turbo field echo; repetition-time = 20 ms, echo-time = 4.6 ms, flip-angle = 25°, slice thickness = 2 mm) for patients. In four control subjects and two patients, MR images could not be acquired because of claustrophobia. The MR images were transformed to Talairachspace in Brainvoyager software (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) and a mesh of the head was generated for electrode coregistration. If no structural MRI was available, we used a standard brain template for electrode co-registration and source analysis.
Electroencephalography 122 electrodes were mounted on the head using an elastic cap in a spherical array (Easy-Cap, Herrsching, Germany). Optimal positioning of EEG electrodes was ensured using an ultrasound localization system (CMS20, Zebris, Isny, Germany) by inspecting position of the most anterior, posterior and lateral electrodes of the cap. EEG-data were recorded with a 122-channel EEG-system (Braintronics, Almere, The Netherlands) after assuring that impedances of all electrodes were ≤ 10 kΩ. EEG-signals were amplified, band-pass filtered from 0.87 Hz to 344 Hz and digitized at a sampling rate of 1024 Hz. EEG-data preprocessing was carried out on a personal computer using the brain electrical source analysis (BESA) software (BESA, Graefelfing, Germany). Table 1 Patient clinical details. m = male; f = female; LEDD = levodopa-equivalent daily dose. LEDD were calculated according to (Tomlinson et al., 2010 Default electrode positions delivered by the manufacturer (Easy-Cap) were co-registered to the individual MRI for each subject. In a next step, the data were average-referenced and artefact-corrected. A channel was classified as noisy, if the amplitude was larger than 120 μV, smaller than 0.07 μV or showed a higher gradient than 75 μV to adjacent channels, which corresponds to the BESA default settings. Correction for eye-movement artefacts was carried out using the BESA eyemovement correction tool. The voltage threshold for horizontal and vertical eye movements was set at 150 μV and 250 μV, respectively (Ille et al., 2002) . Additionally, the whole EEG recording was visually inspected for artefacts. Noisy trials were removed and excluded from the analysis. Noisy channels were extrapolated or interpolated (spherical spline interpolation) in case of a sufficient number of adjacent channels.
Electromyography
We also recorded activity of the right first dorsal interosseus (FDI) muscle with surface electromyography (EMG) using a belly-tendon montage (AMBU, Ølstykke, Denmark) to assess task performance. EMG signals were amplified and digitized at a sampling rate of 1024 Hz. Analysis of EMG data was carried out using MATLAB 7.10.2 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and comprised two steps. In a first step, we analyzed the peak frequency in the EMG for each participant to assess the repetition frequency of the finger movements and the coefficient of variation (c v ) to assess individual between-trials variation in repetition frequency. C v was defined as c v ¼ σ μ , where σ is the standard deviation and μ is the mean of the peak frequency.
For this analysis step, the bandwidth was set to 0.02-4 Hz to cover an appropriate frequency range around the triggered frequency at 0.5 Hz. In a second step, we analyzed the power of the EMG data. Frequencies were divided into the θ-(4-7 Hz), α-(8-12 Hz), β-(13-30 Hz) and γ-band (31-48 Hz) (Timmermann et al., 2007) and normalized by the total power. The aim of this analysis step was to assess putative group differences in EMG activity (indicating differences in task performance) that could confound the EEG spectra. Tests for differences in EMG power and peak frequency between patients in the ON and OFF state and between patients and healthy controls were conducted using the Wilcoxon signed ranks test and Mann-Whitney U-Test, respectively, and corrected for multiple comparisons using false-discovery rate (FDR).
Source analysis
Details of the analysis procedure can be found elsewhere (Herz et al., 2012) . In short, we defined a core motor cortical network of interest based on studies using fMRI (Haslinger et al., 2001; Rowe et al., 2010; Sabatini et al., 2000) . This core network comprised M1, lPM, and SMA in the left hemisphere contralateral to the moving hand. To confirm that activity within the network was consistently present in our data, we defined a fronto-parietal cortical area comprising these regions (x: 8 to − 32, y: 0 to − 50) based on coordinates from (Haslinger et al., 2001 ) and conducted source analysis using BESA's multiple source beamformer (BESA, Graefelfing, Germany). We conducted the same procedure for a second area of interest in the left prefrontal cortex (i.e. rostral of the vertical line through the anterior commissure (VAC)), which has been linked to slow externally-paced finger movements in patients with PD (Cerasa et al., 2006; Gonzalez-Garcia et al., 2011) . We used the rest-condition as baseline, i.e. the power in the target time-frequency interval for the whole trial duration was referenced to the corresponding interval in the baseline condition. Sources, as detected during beamformer analysis, were fitted on individual MRI and the corresponding stereotactic coordinates were registered in Talairach space with a 10 mm range to account for the low spatial resolution of EEG source analysis. This was done for the first five sources detected by the beamformer (Herz et al., 2012 (Herz et al., , 2013 . To avoid modelling data unrelated to the motor task, we excluded one of the originally included 11 patients and one of 13 control subjects, because they failed to show activation in the pre-defined areas.
Dynamic causal modelling
In the remaining 10 PD patients and 12 control subjects, we performed connectivity analysis of the EEG data using DCM of induced responses (Chen et al., 2008) as implemented in SPM8 (Update revision number: 4290; Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). DCM of induced responses enables modelling of spectral responses as the response of a set of interconnected electromagnetic sources to a spectral perturbation. The models are formulated in terms of differential equations including an A-matrix, which represents changes in spectral activity due to endogenous coupling between sources and a C-matrix, which represents changes induced by exogenous inputs. In this experiment, the exogenous input refers to the onset of the motor task, which induces changes in the coupling between the sources (A-matrix). For a more thorough explanation of DCM of induced responses the reader is referred to (Chen et al., 2008 (Chen et al., , 2009 . Before computing the DCM, EEGdata were epoched to single trials, band-pass filtered from 0.5-48 Hz, and downsampled from 1024 to 200 Hz (Garrido et al., 2008) . DCM was based on a modelling framework that included a motor cortical network comprising the left M1, lPM and SMA as well as the left PFC. We assumed reciprocal connections between M1, lPM and SMA (Barbas and Pandya, 1987; Fang et al., 2005; Muakkassa and Strick, 1979) and reciprocal connections between PFC and lPM as well as PFC and SMA (Bates and Goldman-Rakic, 1993; Lu et al., 1994; Petrides and Pandya, 1999) . We used the identical coordinates as in our previous studies for M1, lPM and SMA (Herz et al., 2012 (Herz et al., , 2013 ) based on (Haslinger et al., 2001) . The coordinates of the prefrontal source were defined by the group average of the detected sources for the PD-OFF (−36 50 18; x-, y-, z-coordinates in MNI-space), PD-ON (− 32 47 15) and control group (− 37 48 22), respectively. The prefrontal source was localized in the rostral part of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, BA 46). However, there is little localizing information in electromagnetic signals resulting in considerable uncertainty about the exact localization of detected sources. Therefore, the EEG-based connectivity analysis was robust against slight changes in source localization (e.g. using the same coordinates for all groups or using individual coordinates).
Nine models were compared using DCM (Fig. 1B) . The critical difference between the models was whether PFC was connected to both SMA and lPM, only to lPM or only to SMA (Model 1-3) and whether the input (onset of the motor task) was set to PFC, lPM or SMA (Model a-c). We included only a single input at the onset of the continuous movement rather than defining several inputs for 'submovements', since repetitive movements represent a continuous motor pattern that is generated and controlled as an entity (Gerloff et al., 1998; Siebner et al., 2001) . Using a single input at the onset of the movement has been shown to be adequate in previous DCM studies of induced responses (Chen et al., 2010; Herz et al., 2012 Herz et al., , 2013 . This approach was confirmed by inspecting the predictions of time frequency plots, which revealed that adequate predictions of spectral responses were not restricted to the beginning of a trial but could be modelled for the whole trial duration (see Results section).
The bandwidth for computing spectral densities was chosen from 4-40 Hz to account for θ-activity (4-7 Hz) that has been linked to large-scale integration during cognitive and motor events (Canolty and Knight, 2010) and to avoid a potential 50 Hz electric current artefact. The time-window was set to −100 to 2000 ms with respect to task onset (initiation of the motor task), which covered the duration of one extension-flexion movement (since it was paced at 0.5 Hz). Spectral responses were averaged over trials and baseline-corrected. The dimensionality of spectra was reduced to four frequency modes derived from a singular value decomposition of the spectra (Chen et al., 2009 ). The resting condition was not included in the model. Parameters of each model and each participant were estimated by minimizing the relative entropy defined via the data and model outcome using an expectation maximization algorithm (Chen et al., 2008) . The different models were then compared with regard to their accuracy in explaining the data taking into account complexity of the model (Penny et al., 2004) . Here, we compared the different models using Bayesian model selection for random effects . The model with the highest posterior exceedance probability, i.e. the model with the highest relative probability compared to any other model considered, was used to make inference on coupling parameters. The prior odds ratio assumed that all models were equally likely.
We performed an ANOVA to test the significance of oscillatory coupling within the most likely model for all groups. Since the goal of this study was to assess effective connectivity between prefrontal and premotor areas, we focused our analysis on oscillatory coupling in the reciprocal PFC-lPM and PFC-SMA connections. However, we also report coupling in the premotor-motor network. To test whether changes in effective connectivity could be confounded by power changes of the cortical sources we compared time-frequency spectra between groups using ANOVA. Since the time-frequency spectra are computed within the DCM framework, specifications (onset, duration, frequency-range, etc.) are identical to the DCM specifications described above, which were based on the studies by Chen and colleagues (Chen et al., 2008 (Chen et al., , 2009 (Chen et al., , 2010 . We report significant coupling at a statistical threshold of p b 0.05 family-wise error (FWE)-corrected at the cluster-level. For post-hoc correlation analysis, we extracted for each participant individual coupling values from connections between prefrontal and premotor areas that were significantly modulated during the task. Coupling values were averaged over the respective significant frequencies (e.g. γ-γ coupling from PFC to lPM). Positive values indicate that a source region exerts a positive influence on a target region (i.e. increases power in the target region) during the task, while negative values indicate a negative influence (i.e. a decrease in power). We then calculated the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (two-tailed) to test whether individual differences in coupling showed a linear relationship with differences in motor impairment (UPDRS-III scores), applying Bonferronicorrection for multiple comparisons. We used this non-parametric correlation analysis, since it is more robust to outliers compared to a parametric correlation analysis. All data are given as mean ± standard deviation, if not specified otherwise.
Results
After five minutes of training, all subjects were able to perform the externally-paced extension-flexion task properly without showing signs of fatigue throughout the experiment. Two patients showed a predominantly left-sided resting tremor, which was present OFF and ON medication. No tremor of the right hand was observed during task performance. Application of levodopa alleviated motor symptoms in all patients as reflected by a consistent decrease in the UPDRS score (OFF state: 26.4 ± 10.8 versus ON state: 14.5 ± 6.4; P b 0.001 paired samples t-test).
Performance
Analysis of movement speed and -variability during the externallypaced extension-flexion movement is illustrated in Fig. 1 . There were no between-group differences in movement speed (Peak frequency ± SD in ON state: 0.52 Hz ± 0.11, OFF state: 0.58 Hz ± 0.19, Control group: 0.45 Hz ± 0.07; P-values of all comparisons N 0.1) or movement variability (C V ± SD in ON state: 0.32 ± 0.09, OFF state: 0.34 ± 0.1, Control group: 0.21 ± 0.14; P-values of all comparisons N 0.1). Analysis of EMG power revealed that there were no significant differences between groups in the θ-, α-, β-or γ-band (P-values of all comparisons N 0.1). Specifically testing for differences during the first 2 s of the motor task, i.e. the time window analyzed in DCM, showed no differences between the groups (P-values of all comparisons N 0.1). Bayesian model selection and model fit Bayesian model selection for random effects favored the model postulating coupling from PFC to both lPM and SMA with the input (onset of motor task) set to PFC (Model-1a; Fig. 2 ). This model had by far the highest exceedance probability of approximately 0.8 in all groups. Analysis of coupling parameters was therefore based on Model-1a. Visual inspection of individual predictions of time-frequency spectra confirmed that Model-1a was able to predict the observed spectral responses differently for the four considered regions over the whole 2 s duration (illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1) . The model explained approximately 95% of the original spectral variance (PD-ON: 96% ± 1.6, mean ± SD; PD-OFF: 94.2% ± 1.9; Control: 93.4% ± 2.4%). Comparisons of time-frequency spectra between groups showed an increased α-band activity in the lPM in PD patients ON and OFF medication compared to the healthy control group (Supplementary Fig. 2) . Otherwise, there were no significant differences between groups in any of the regions and frequency bands, indicating that the observed differences in oscillatory coupling were not confounded by differences in power.
Oscillatory coupling during the motor task
An overview of significant task-induced coupling between prefrontal and premotor areas is given in Table 2 . The healthy control group expressed significant coupling from PFC to SMA in the γ-band (γ-γ coupling), while coupling from PFC to lPM failed to be significant ( Fig. 3 upper panel) . Conversely, PD patients in the OFF state did not show any frequency-specific interactions between prefrontal and premotor areas during the motor task (Fig. 3 middle panel) . Application of levodopa restored physiological coupling from PFC to SMA, which was expressed as high-β-to-γ coupling (Fig. 3 lower panel) . Additionally, PD patients ON medication showed γ-γ as well as θ-γ coupling in the connection from PFC to lPM, which was not present in the control group.
Within the premotor-motor network the control group showed coupling from SMA to lPM (peak: 29-32 Hz, P FWE-corr : 0.006). This connection was modulated significantly stronger both in the healthy control group (peak: 29-31 Hz, P FWE-corr : 0.033) as well as PD patients ON medication (peak: 22-40 Hz, P FWE-corr : 0.043) compared to PD patients OFF medication. PD patients ON medication additionally expressed coupling from lPM to M1 (peak: 18-35, P FWE-corr : 0.026). There was no significant coupling between SMA and M1 in any of the groups.
Fig. 2. Bayesian model selection (BMS).
A: Cortical areas that were analyzed using dynamic causal modelling. Note that all sources also exhibit intrinsic (self) coupling, which are omitted for readability. The critical difference between the models was whether PFC is connected to both lPM and SMA, only lPM or only SMA (models 1-3) and whether the input (onset of the motor task) is set to PFC, lPM or SMA (models a-c). B: Results of BMS. Model-1a, which postulates that PFC is coupled to both lPM and SMA with an input set to the PFC highly outranks all other models in all three groups. PFC, prefrontal cortex; M1, primary motor cortex; lPM, lateral premotor cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area. 
Correlation between prefrontal-premotor coupling and motor impairment
There was a significant correlation between levodopa-induced change (ON vs. OFF) of coupling from PFC to lPM and levodopainduced improvement in motor function as indexed by changes in UPDRS-III-scores (rho = 0.874, P = 0.002). The more positive θ-γ cross-frequency coupling between PFC and lPM was enhanced after dopaminergic medication the more pronounced was the individual benefit in motor function (Fig. 4 ). There were no other significant correlations between UPDRS motor scores and oscillatory coupling between prefrontal and premotor areas, neither for levodopa-induced changes of connectivity (ON vs. OFF) nor for connectivity within the OFF or ON state.
Discussion
In the current study we demonstrate that externally paced finger movements are associated with frequency-specific coupling in the γ range from PFC to SMA in healthy individuals. PD patients lack such frequency-specific coupling, indicating a functional disconnection between PFC and SMA. Levodopa restores physiological high-frequency coupling from PFC to SMA. Additionally, dopamine replacement induces within-frequency γ-γ and cross-frequency θ-γ coupling from PFC to lPM. The more PFC-to-lPM θ-γ coupling increased after levodopa administration, the more pronounced was the motor improvement.
Prefrontal-premotor coupling in healthy participants
The slow pace of the metronome required the subjects to continuously attend to their actions in order to produce extension-flexion movements at the appropriate speed. This required a closed-loop mode of motor control which integrates the feedback from the muscles with the motor command to detect possible discrepancies between the two signals, and enables a continuous adaptation of the on-going movement (Adams, 1971) . Attentive movement monitoring increases the error signal induced by discrepancies between command and feedback, hereby improving motor control (Friston, 2010) .
Neurobiologically, continuous online monitoring of movement performance is thought to be mainly mediated by the PFC, while the function of the premotor areas is related to sensorimotor integration and movement execution (Jueptner et al., 1997; Picard and Strick, 2001; Siebner et al., 2001; Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2006) . Importantly, optimal motor performance can only be achieved when these functionally specialized but spatially segregated regions closely interact (Rowe, 2010) . Indeed, we show that the attentive closed-loop mode of motor control led to increased coupling from PFC to SMA in healthy subjects. This finding does not only show that PFC and premotor areas are involved in the control of slow continuous movements (Cerasa et al., 2006; Gonzalez-Garcia et al., 2011; Habas and Cabanis, 2008; Siebner et al., 2001) . It also suggests that the PFC participates in attentive closed-loop motor control by increasing its influence on processing in premotor areas. Fig. 3 . Task-induced oscillatory coupling between prefrontal and premotor areas. The matrices (4-40 Hz) of connections from PFC to SMA (second column) and from PFC to lPM (third column) are illustrated. The first row shows matrices from the healthy control group, the second row shows matrices from PD patients OFF medication, and the third row shows matrices from PD patients ON medication. Note that, while PD patients OFF medication did not express any frequency-specific coupling between prefrontal and premotor areas, levodopa application restored physiological coupling from PFC to SMA and additionally induced coupling from PFC to lPM, which was not observed in the healthy control group.
In healthy controls, coupling from the PFC to the SMA was modulated within the γ-band. This is in line with a wide range of studies linking phasic movements to γ-oscillations (Miller et al., 2007; Pfurtscheller et al., 1997 Pfurtscheller et al., , 2003 . Synchronization at such high frequencies between spatially remote areas might serve to mediate neural information flow at a high temporal resolution (Singer, 1999) . Of note, synchronization of low-frequency α-band activity between cortical motor areas and the innervated muscle during slow externally-paced movements has been observed in previous studies, and has been related to movement discontinuities (Gross et al., 2002; Pollok et al., 2005) . However, analysis of cortico-muscular coherence was beyond the scope of this study.
Prefrontal-premotor coupling in patients with PD
In contrast to healthy participants, we did not find any frequencyspecific coupling between prefrontal and premotor areas in PD patients OFF medication, neither between PFC and SMA nor between PFC and lPM. This negative finding indicates that PD is associated with a loss of frequency-specific coupling between PFC and premotor areas. Our results tie in with previous fMRI studies assessing cortico-cortical connectivity in PD. Rowe and colleagues have demonstrated with fMRI that action selection is associated with modulation of connectivity from PFC to SMA, both in healthy participants and PD patients ON medication . Conversely, in their study PD patients OFF medication displayed an abnormal modulation of the connection from PFC to lPM during action selection. Such an abnormal modulation of prefrontal-motor connectivity in PD has been supported by further studies, which demonstrated a decreased connectivity between PFC and motor areas in PD patients OFF medication (Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010 ). In the current study, we did not observe coupling between PFC and lPM in PD patients OFF medication. This discrepancy might be due to the difference in the applied motor task. Rowe and colleagues employed a task, which required selection of different movements, while the current study focused on slow externally paced movements. Future studies, which apply identical motor tasks in fMRI and EEG should assess similarities and differences in the observed coupling patterns.
Abnormal coupling in PD is not restricted to the connection between PFC and SMA, but seems to involve abnormal connectivity between the SMA and several cortical and subcortical motor regions (Esposito et al., 2013; Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010) . In a previous study, we showed that PD patients OFF medication do not express physiological γ-γ coupling from lPM to SMA during fast self-paced movements in contrast to healthy participants and PD patients ON medication (Herz et al., 2013 ). In the current study, we also found that coupling between SMA and lPM was weaker in PD patients OFF medication compared to healthy participants and PD patients ON medication. Furthermore, we significantly extend our previous findings by demonstrating that abnormal oscillatory coupling of the SMA in PD is present outside core motor regions. Together, these studies point to a central role of abnormal connectivity between the SMA and cortico-subcortical motor networks in the pathophysiology underlying PD.
It is important to note that all participants in this study showed similar task-performance as indexed by repetition frequency, -variability and EMG power spectra. Therefore, it is likely that PD patients OFF medication recruited other neural areas to compensate for the abnormal prefrontal-premotor connectivity. In particular, the cerebellum has been shown to express increased connectivity to motor areas in PD patients OFF medication (Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010) . The goal of the current study was to assess modulation of oscillatory coupling between prefrontal and motor areas in PD using a region of interest approach. Therefore we cannot make inferences about possible compensatory connectivity increases in PD patients OFF medication for connections that were not considered, e.g. the cerebellum. This shortcoming is related to general limitations of EEG. Occipital electrodes in EEG recordings are prone to muscle artefacts due to their close proximity to neck muscles. This is particularly pronounced in PD patients OFF medication, who have an increased muscle tone of neck muscles (rigidity). Additionally, analysis of activity in subcortical regions is not feasible using EEG due to the strong decrease in signal with increasing distance between (superficial) electrodes and the signal generator (Schaul, 1998) . Here, studies using simultaneous recording of neural activity in cortical and subcortical regions, e.g. in PD patients with DBS, are valuable in elucidating the role of cortico-subcortical connectivity during motor control in PD (Hirschmann et al., 2013; Litvak et al., 2012) .
Effect of levodopa on prefrontal-premotor coupling in PD patients
While we did not find evidence of coupling from PFC to SMA in PD patients OFF medication, application of levodopa induced task-related high-β-γ coupling between these regions. This reestablishment of a latero-medial information flow from PFC to SMA in PD patients ON medication shows that the functional disconnection between PFC and SMA can be pharmacologically restored. This is in concordance with a previous fMRI study showing that PFC-SMA coupling in PD critically depends on dopamine replacement.
Interestingly, we observed a slight slowing of the oscillatory frequency resulting in cross-frequency high-β-γ coupling (peak: 25-40 Hz) in PD patients in contrast to γ-γ coupling (peak: 32-36 Hz) in healthy participants. Slowing of oscillatory activity in PD has been observed previously and has been linked to PD-related cognitive decline (Olde Dubbelink et al., 2013; Stoffers et al., 2007) . However, one has to bear in mind that there is no clear-cut border between the β-and γ-band with some authors extending the high-β-band to 35 Hz (Marceglia et al., 2006) . In contrast to the low β-band (13-20 Hz), which has been linked to motor impairment in PD, the upper-β-band might have a physiological role during phasic movements (Foffani et al., 2005; Marceglia et al., 2006) . Thus, it is unclear whether the observed shift from physiological γ-γ to high-β-γ coupling in PD patients ON medication has functional implications for motor control. Levodopa did not normalize the coupling pattern between PFC and premotor cortex in PD patients. In the ON state, PD patients displayed within-frequency γ-γ coupling as well as cross-frequency θ-γ coupling between PFC and lPM. We did not detect any frequency-specific coupling between PFC and lPM in healthy controls or in PD patients OFF medication. This finding adds to the increasing body of evidence that levodopa therapy gives rise to changes in cortico-cortical coupling, which are not present or less pronounced in healthy individuals (Herz et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2010; Tropini et al., 2011) .
Is the expression of such abnormal connectivity patterns after levodopa intake relevant to motor function? Our results do suggest a functional significance, because the enhancement of θ-γ cross-frequency coupling between PFC and lPM was closely related to improvement in motor function as indexed by UPDRS-scores. The stronger θ-γ coupling increased after levodopa intake the more pronounced was the clinical benefit. In a previous study, we found that increased negative θ-β coupling from M1 to lPM was related to motor improvement in PD during fast movements at maximal repetition rate (Herz et al., 2013) . Since movements in our previous study were less demanding in terms of cognitive and attentional control, we attributed the enhanced coupling from M1 to lPM to an improved ability to integrate the sensory feedback with the motor command. Therefore, we hypothesized that PD patients relied more strongly on sensory feedback than healthy participants. On the contrary, the task employed in the current study required an attentive closed-loop motor control. Such an attentive mode of motor control has been related to PFC activation (Durstewitz et al., 2000; Rowe et al., 2002a,b) . The enhanced PFC-lPM coupling in PD patients ON medication might therefore reflect a neural mechanism mediating increased attention to the motor task and enhanced task monitoring. Together, the results of the current study indicate that abnormal modulation of oscillatory coupling in PD go beyond alterations in primary motor and premotor regions.
Previous work on oscillatory connectivity in the human motor system has mainly focused on coupling within the α-, β-, and γ-band Timmermann et al., 2003) . However, it has been increasingly recognized that low-frequency activity in the θ-band plays an important role during motor control (Cavanagh et al., 2011; Cruikshank et al., 2012) .
Intriguingly, activity in the θ-band seems to be involved in regulating high-frequency activity in spatially remote neural regions (Canolty and Knight, 2010) and has been linked to the emergence of dyskinesias in studies recording oscillatory activity from the basal ganglia (AlonsoFrech et al., 2006; Boraud et al., 2001) . Since in the current study θ-γ coupling was only observed in PD patients after dopamine intake and not in healthy control participants, it is tempting to speculate whether such dopamine-dependent adaptations of oscillatory coupling might be related to abnormal responses to levodopa. Indeed it has been suggested that neural mechanisms that initially compensate for dopaminergic denervation might be responsible for long-term side effects, such as dyskinesias, in progressed disease stages (Troiano et al., 2009 ). To answer this interesting question longitudinal studies are needed to trace the transition from initially beneficial to maladaptive changes in later stages of PD.
Limitations
In the current study, eleven patients and 13 healthy control participants were included. One participant of each group additionally had to be excluded after source analysis. This limited sample size has to be taken into account when interpreting to what extent the results can be generalized, particularly given the well-known heterogeneity among PD patients. The small sample size results in decreased sensitivity and increased risk of false negative results, but for positive findings is indicative of larger effect sizes. The presence of coupling between the prefrontal and premotor areas in the healthy control group and PD patients ON medication points to a large effect size, allowing detection of frequency-specific coupling even in a rather small group of studied patients. The absence of coupling between prefrontal and premotor areas in PD patients OFF medication and the absence of a correlation between coupling from PFC to SMA and UPDRS-scores should be interpreted with caution and need to be confirmed in future studies with larger sample sizes.
All patients were tested after 12 h withdrawal of dopaminergic medication. This approach is common in neuroimaging studies of PD, but it is unlikely to induce a "real OFF state", i.e. extrinsic dopamine will still be present in the OFF state. Such a limitation could be overcome in studies testing de-novo PD patients, who have not yet received dopaminergic medication. Additionally, we used a standard dose of 200 mg soluble levodopa in each patient instead of using individual doses depending on the current treatment of each patient. We chose this approach to control for the amount of levodopa applied, which could have a strong impact on oscillatory coupling. Fixed amounts of levodopa have also been used in a wide range of previous studies (e.g. Buhmann et al., 2003; Haslinger et al., 2001; Holiga et al., 2012) , but 200 mg levodopa might have been insufficient in affecting oscillatory coupling in those patients, who received high doses of dopaminergic medication in their current treatment. However, the strong frequency-specific coupling in the ON, but not in the OFF state, suggests that the dose of levodopa applied in this study was sufficient.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx. doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2013.11.023. 
